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Abstract: We report the generation and focusing of surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) waves from normally incident light on a planar circular
grating milled into a silver film. The focusing mechanism is explained by
using a simple coherent interference model of SPP generation on the circular
grating by the incident field. Experimental results concur well with
theoretical predictions and highlight the requirement for the phase matching
of SPP sources in the grating to achieve the maximum enhancement of the
SPP wave at the focal point. NSOM measurements show that the plasmonic
lens achieves more than a 10-fold intensity enhancement over the intensity of
a single ring of the in-plane field components at the focus when the grating
design is tuned to the SPP wavelength. We discuss the technique’s
adaptability for surface enhanced nano-scale spectroscopy.
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1. Introduction
Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) excitations on metallic films and particles have led to many
novel applications such as surface plasmon resonance sensing [1-4], surface enhanced Raman
scattering [3, 5-8], and plasmonic optical devices [9-12]. In order to integrate these SPP
sensing techniques with lab-on-a-chip technologies or opto-electric applications, the plasmon
active substrate must be planar. Recent demonstrations of planar plasmon active substrates
include fixating nanoparticles to substrates [13, 14] or by fabricating nanoparticles directly
onto substrates such as in nanosphere lithography [15, 16]. Recent experiments have also
shown the possibility of focusing SPP excitations on a planar film by guiding SPP waves to
the focal point of a circular or elliptical shape [17-19]. Plasmonic lenses (PL) use the sharp
edge of a circular slit etched through a metal film to couple free space light to SPP waves,
focusing the SPP waves to a region in the lens that is subwavelength in size [17]. Introducing
multiple rings to form a circular grating whose period is tuned to the SPP wavelength
provides a further enhancement of the intensity at the focal point. This circular grating
plasmonic lens is tunable in wavelength providing an engineerable parameter that can be
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tailored to specific applications, providing a planar counterpart to tunable, plasmon active
nanoparticles.
For circular or elliptical PLs excited by normally incident light, SPP waves will
concentrate at the focal points of the lens [17-19]. If the incident light is not perpendicular to
the substrate, the focal position will depend on the incident angle [20]. With additional rings,
the surface plasmons generated at the outer rings interfere with those generated by the inner
rings and may also gain a phase change. The spacing between the rings determines the phase
mismatch between the waves generated from the inner and outer rings. By tuning to the SPP
wavelength, the periodicity provides momentum matching along the circular grating ensuring
resonant SPPs excitation at the foci [21, 22]. The circular grating effectively becomes an
active coupling element. Recent experiments have shown that metal gratings with a period
meeting the Bragg reflection condition constructively reflect SPP waves launched towards the
grating from a separate coupling element, behaving as an efficient Bragg mirror [23, 24].
This dependence on grating period allows for the possibility to have different areas of a metal
film tuned as a SPP coupler (PLs) or reflector for different incident wavelengths, allowing for
multi-color localized sensing of different molecular species.

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental scheme for near-field measurements. Circular gratings are cut into a
silver film deposited on a quartz substrate. Laser light is normally incident from the quartz
side, and the electromagnetic near-field is monitored with a metal coated NSOM tip. (b) SEM
image of a sample with 15 rings. The scale bar is 5 microns.

2. Experimental method and theoretical modeling
To investigate this concept experimentally, rings with different periods were cut into 150 nm
thick silver films. Silver was evaporated onto a quartz plate at a high rate to ensure a surface
with minimal roughness. Rings were milled into the metal using an FEI Strata 201 XP
focused ion beam (FIB), with the inner most ring having a diameter of 8 microns. Additional
rings were added with a period either close to or far from resonance with the excited SPP
waves. The surface plasmons were excited with linearly polarized laser light incident from
the quartz side. The electromagnetic near-field of these structures was recorded using nearfield scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) in collection mode using a metal coated NSOM
tip. A metal coated tip was chosen over an uncoated tip to increase the resolution of the scan.
Previous experimental results on samples with similar geometry compare favorably with
computer simulations, indicating the interaction of the SPP near field with the metal tip is
negligible [17, 20]. The measurement scheme can be seen in Fig. 1(a) with an SEM image of
a typical sample in Fig. 1(b).
Because the NSOM tip is more sensitive to the components of the near-field parallel to the
surface, only those components were calculated [17]. Using polar coordinates as shown in
Fig. 2, each point source was centered at a position ρn,m(R+mG, θn) along the rings, where R
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is the diameter of the inner circle, θn is the angle from the positive x axis, G is the period of
the circular gratings, and m designates in which ring of the grating the point source is located.
The electric field of a plasmon point source was quantified by cos(φ ) so that the intensity
ρ − ρn , m

1/ 2

has the familiar cos2(φ) and 1/ρ dependence [25]. Plasmons were launched perpendicular to
the rings, so the angle φ is measured from ρn,m as shown in Fig. 2. The polarization of the
incident light was chosen to be along the y-axis to match experimental conditions, and to
account for this the magnitude of the electric field was multiplied by sinθn. When SPP waves
propagate across a single slit, the transmitted intensity will be modified by the transmission
coefficient, T, and the wave will gain a phase, Φ. Crossing multiple gratings is then
accounted for by the terms e-imΦ and Tm, where here m signifies the number of gratings
crossed while traveling to the center of the pattern. Finally, for simplicity, each ring was
modeled to have the same number of point sources. Therefore, to ensure that each ring had
the same intensity per unit length, the electric field is multiplied by the factor (R+mG)/R. The
electromagnetic field of the surface plasmons will then have the following functional form:
⎡R +

SPP
E n,m
=⎢

⎣

mG ⎤
E 0 sin θ n T m e−imΦe
R ⎥⎦

− ρ − ρ n,m
L SPP

cos φ

ρ − ρ n,m

1/ 2

e

−ik SP •( ρ − ρ n,m )

(1)

where the decay length of the surface plasmons, LSPP, is also taken into consideration. Note
that reflections are not considered in this model as experiments have shown that SPP
reflections from subwavelength slits in a metal film are very small [26, 27].

Fig. 2. The near field is modeled as the superposition of the fields from a line of surface
plasmon point sources, located at positions ρn,m. m indicates the ring number and θn is the
angular position of the point source from the positive x axis. The near field at a point ρ is
simply the sum of contributions from all point sources along each ring, m. The middle ring is
modeled to have a radius of 4 μm with the period of the surrounding ring matching
experimental values.

3. Experimental results and discussions
Figure 3 shows the cross section of the measured NSOM signal through the center of a
sample with four rings along with the calculated intensity from Eq. (1). The figure only
shows the inner region of the circle because the transmitted light near the slits overwhelms
the near-field signal collected by the NSOM tip. Since the NSOM tip preferentially measures
the electric field components parallel to the surface, the near-field shows interference fringes
that reach a maximum in the center of the circle [17, 28]. The surface plasmon wavelength
and decay length used were 490 nm and 20.4 microns, respectively. These values were
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calculated from experimentally obtained dielectric function data for silver for a free-space
incident wavelength of 514 nm [29]. The only fitting parameters used for comparing
experimental and theoretical values were T, Φ, and a scaling factor. Fitting to the
experimental data produced a transmission coefficient of 0.88 and a phase of 0.07π. The high
transmission agrees with other experimental studies that launch SPPs across subwavelength
slits [26, 27]. The phase change of SPP waves across a barrier is an interesting issue that has
received very little attention. If the slit width is much smaller than the SPP wavelength, the
slit will have very little effect on the SPP and the phase change should be very small.
However, if the slit width is on the order of the SPP wavelength, as the SPP waves cross a slit
opposite charges will be induced on opposite sides of the slit, providing quasi-electrostatic
coupling across the barrier. Therefore, it is possible that the phase change will be sensitive to
the slit width. If the slit width is half the SPP wavelength, the phase change should be zero.
The slits milled for these experiments average about 280nm in width, just over half of the
SPP wavelength, so a small phase change should be expected. More experimental and
theoretical studies are necessary to explore these points.

Fig. 3. NSOM measurement of the center region of a sample with 4 rings. The rings have a
period of 514 nm, equal to the wavelength of incident light. Similar to the one ring case, the
intensity is highest in the center of the circle, indicating that the NSOM tip preferentially
measures the in-plane component of the near-field. The theoretical results are also plotted,
showing good agreement between experiment and simulation.

Finally, the measured interference period of 242 nm is close to the calculated value of 244
nm or half of the SPP wavelength. This indicates that the interference pattern is solely due to
surface plasmons excited on the air side of the silver film interfering with each other and not
interfering with any transmitted light [18]. The small difference likely arises from the surface
roughness of the silver film causing the surface plasmon wavelength to be different from the
calculated value for a smooth surface [21].
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Fig 4. (a) Intensity at the center of the circular grating for increasing number of rings with an
incident laser wavelength of 514 nm. Two sets of rings are measured, one with a period
G=514 nm and one with G=633 nm. For G=514 nm, the period is close to resonance with the
surface plasmon wavelength of 490 nm. The intensity at the center is the result of mostly
constructively interfering waves, so the intensity increases with number of rings up to a point,
where the intensity levels off. The experimental data matches the simulated data well. For G
= 633 nm, the period is off resonance with the surface plasmon wavelength such that each ring
as a combination of constructively and destructively interfering waves. (b) Intensity at the
center of the circular grating for rings with period G=509 nm exactly resonant with the surface
plasmon wavelength for an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The fitting parameter as defined
by Eq. (1) for both figures are: phase=0.07π, T=0.88. Lsp=20.4 μm in (a) and 25.2 μm in (b).

Increasing the number of rings generates additional SPP waves that converge to the center
of the circle. The period of the rings determines whether the waves will interfere
constructively or destructively. Figure 4(a) show the measured intensity at the center of the
inner circle as a function of the number of rings for a ring period close to and far from
resonance for a silver film with an incident wavelength of 514 nm. Each point represents an
average of at least four sets of rings fabricated and measured under identical conditions with
the same NSOM tip. Although the laser intensity was kept constant, variations from scan to
scan were eliminated by normalizing the intensity at the center of the circles by the maximum
intensity recorded by the NSOM tip in the slit region. The calculated intensity at the center of
the circle was obtained using Eq. (1), with the same fitting parameters used in Fig. 3 but for
different grating periods, G. For a period of 633 nm, additional rings do not increase the
intensity at the center of the circle, and in some cases decreases the intensity. This is to be
expected because the SPP waves are for the most part destructively interfering due to a
varying phase mismatch. For a grating period of 514 nm, there will still be a small phase
mismatch with a SPP wavelength of 490 nm. This small phase mismatch will increase with
each ring added to the PL. If the SPP wave did not decay as it travels along the silver surface,
one would expect that the intensity at the center of the PL would oscillate between a
minimum and maximum value as additional rings are added. However, because the SPP
waves do decay and at each slit a portion of the wave is lost to reflection, the contribution to
the intensity at the focal point decreases from each additional ring, damping out the expected
oscillations of the focal intensity. In fact, the simulation predicts that the intensity increases
at the center of the inner ring up to about 10 rings and then levels off. The experimental
results obtained for these conditions match the theoretical results very well.
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In principle, if the period of the rings exactly matches the SPP wavelength and the phase
gain at each slit is small, additional rings will always increase the intensity of the near-field at
the center of the inner ring until the radius of the outermost ring becomes greater than the
decay length of the SPP wave. To test this, we fabricated a sample with a 509 nm grating
period, which is the theoretical SPP wavelength at the air/silver interface for an incident
wavelength of 532 nm. Figure 4(b) presents the experimental results. The intensity at the
center of the lens always increases with the number of rings. This increase is likely to
continue for samples with more than fifteen rings, provided a small phase mismatch exists
between the rings. The experimental results again agree well with the calculated results using
Eq. (1). For 15 rings, the intensity at the focus point is an order of magnitude larger than that
of a single ring.
In most sensing applications or enhanced Raman scattering, the highest possible near-field
intensity is favorable. For circular grating plasmonic lenses, the intensity at the focal point
increases with additional resonant rings in the circular grating until the radius of the
plasmonic lens reaches the SPP decay length. If non-polarized light is used instead of the
linearly polarized light used here, the entire plasmonic lens will generate and focus SPP
waves, increasing the near-field intensity at the focal point. The maximum achievable
intensity at the focal point ultimately depends in the transmission coefficient T and the SPP
decay length LSPP as defined in Eq. (1). Practically, T could be improved by narrowing the
grating slit widths, thereby decreasing the barrier encountered by the SPP wave, but LSPP is
determined by the desired incident wavelength and film material. However, by tailoring the
grating period, slit width, number of slits, and film material, it should be possible to meet the
requirements of any application.
There are already many application that use the tunable plasmon resonances of nanostructures to operate in specific regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.5, 8, 30, 31 The circular
grating plasmon lens is a new type of nano-structure amenable to planar architectures. One
possible application would be to create different plasmonic lenses tuned to different
wavelengths on a single chip. Upon exposure to a certain wavelength of light only plasmonic
lenses tuned to the specific SPP wavelength would have an enhanced near-field. The resulting
pattern of “hot-spots” would make it possible to monitor different fluorescent molecules and
track separate biological processes. Circular grating plasmon lenses therefore combine the
flexibility of plasmonic particles with the convenience of a planar structure, allowing for the
possibility to easily achieve multi-color sensing on one substrate.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the generation and focusing of SPP waves with a planar
circular grating based plasmonic lens. The addition of rings to the plasmonic lens increases
the intensity at the focal point if the period of the rings is resonant with the SPP wavelength.
If the period of the additional rings are not resonant with the SPP wavelength, waves
launched towards the center of the lens destructively interfere and there is no intensity
increase at the focal point. The number and period of rings, film material, and slit geometries
provide experimental handles to tune the plasmonic lens to accommodate specific
applications, making this technique a flexible plasmonic tool for sensing applications.
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